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Technical Sheet

Sorted Moss & Mould
What is it?
•
•
•
•
•

Fast, targeted formulation
Easy to use hose end application
Simply spray on and leave
Removes surface damaging Moss, Mould, Mildew,
Algae, Lichen
Protects surfaces all season long

Formulation: Benzalkonium chloride (15%) plus surfactant and
chelate agents. Formulated for direct (no pre-dilution) use;
click onto hose and apply.

What’s the difference?
SORTED Moss and Mould contains the active ingredient
benzalkonium chloride which is effective in killing the cells and
spores of simple organisms that cause discolouration of outdoor surfaces. These organisms include moss,
liverwort, lichen, fungi/mould, algae and bacteria. Moss and Mould Sorted also contains ingredients which
enhance the effect of benzalkonium chloride and make the formulation more effective than other
benzalkonium chloride products.
Surfactant and chelate agents increase activity of benzalkonium chloride and help speed up the weathering
process, meaning the surfaces will look cleaner sooner.
SORTED Moss & Mould is non-toxic and biodegradable, making it undoubtedly one of the safest outdoor
cleaners on the market.
We have matched the best hose end for the type of application. This hose end will provide a wide even
distribution, making it quicker to apply and rinse off, giving the best results. It has an ON, OFF and WATER
only switch.

How do you use it?
Apply to dry surfaces. Do not apply if rain expected within 4-5 hrs. Do not rinse from the treated surfaces,
leave to penetrate the surfaces. If using near plants wet the plants with water before and after use.
A second application after 1-2 months may help shift stubborn problems. Visible results may be seen within
days. Depending on conditions full removal may take up to 6 months.
• Video on How to Use SORTED Moss & Mould
• Video on How to Use the Sorted Hose End Sprayer

Where to use it?
Perfect on: asphalt, artificial turf, bricks & paving, concrete, decks, driveways, fibreglass, glass houses,
grouting, outdoor furniture, paintwork, paths, patios, plastic houses, pots, tiles, timber decks, vinyl cladding,
weatherboards and more.

Where not to use it.
This formula might damage waterproof coatings on fabrics after repeated use. Applying once a season and
thoroughly rinsing off each time is OK.
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FAQ
Why shouldn’t I hose the foam off?
After Sorted Moss and Mould has killed the organism it penetrates into the surface preventing organisms
growing back for the entire season. If you wash the foam off, the active ingredients cannot penetrate and
protect the surface. The foam will only be visible for a few minutes.
I have a tank water collection system; can I use Sorted Moss and Mould on my roof?
Yes. However, you will need to disconnect the water supply from your tank for 3-4 weeks or wait until you
have at least 13 mm of rain, this is enough to make sure any surface residue has gone.
Could I use SORTED Moss and Mould as a concentrate and how do I do this?
Yes, SORTED Moss & Mould can be used as a concentrate. Mix 20 ml of SORTED Moss and Mould for every
1L of water. Apply with a brush or sprayer.
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